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Background: Bilateral cyclic high frequency deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the anterior nucleus of the thalamus
(ANT) reduces the seizure count in a subset of patients with epilepsy. Detecting stimulation-induced alterations of
pathological brain networks may help to unravel the underlying physiological mechanisms related to effective
stimulation delivery and optimize target engagement.
Methods: We acquired 64-channel electroencephalography during ten ANT-DBS cycles (145 Hz, 90 μs, 3–5 V) of 1-
min ON followed by 5-min OFF stimulation to detect changes in cortical activity related to seizure reduction. The
study included 14 subjects (three responders, four non-responders, and seven healthy controls). Mixed-model
ANOVA tests were used to compare differences in cortical activity between subgroups both ON and OFF stimu-
lation, while investigating frequency-specific effects for the seizure onset zones.
Results: ANT-DBS had a widespread desynchronization effect on cortical theta and alpha band activity in re-
sponders, but not in non-responders. Time domain analysis showed that the stimulation induced reduction in
theta-band activity was temporally linked to the stimulation period. Moreover, stimulation induced theta-band
desynchronization in the temporal lobe channels correlated significantly with the therapeutic response. Re-
sponders to ANT-DBS and healthy-controls had an overall lower level of theta-band activity compared to non-
responders.
Conclusion: This study demonstrated that temporal lobe channel theta-band desynchronization may be a pre-
dictive physiological hallmark of therapeutic response to ANT-DBS and may be used to improve the functional
precision of this intervention by verifying implantation sites, calibrating stimulation contacts, and possibly
identifying treatment responders prior to implantation.1. Introduction
Epilepsy is a well-described neurological condition which affects in-
dividuals of all ages and approximately 1% of the global population
(Kwan and Brodie, 2000). Seizures originating in the temporal lobe(s) are
most common in adults (Tellez-Zenteno and Hernandez-Ronquillo,
2012). While antiepileptic drugs, which primarily work through the
enhancement of inhibitory neurotransmission and attenuation ofnd Restorative Neurosurgery, Un
n.de (A. Gharabaghi).
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vier Inc. This is an open access arexcitatory transmission (L€oscher et al., 2013; Vajda and Eadie, 2014) can
be efficacious, up to 30% of patients continue to experience recurrent
seizures despite optimal medical therapy (Halpern et al., 2008; Kwan and
Brodie, 2000). For these patients, bilateral deep brain stimulation (DBS)
of the thalamic anterior nuclei (ANT) is a therapeutic option (Fisher et al.,
2010; Laxpati et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2007; Salanova et al., 2015; Sitnikov
et al., 2018). The clinical efficacy of ANT-DBS was systematically eval-
uated in the “Stimulation of the Anterior Nucleus of the Thalamus foriversity of Tübingen, Otfried-Mueller-Str.45, 72076, Tübingen, Germany.
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Table 1
Patient demographics.
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independent
5 80 42 responder
5 26 Multifocal
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4 15 77 responder




17 57 3.5 non-
responder
a Patient with bilateral periventricular heterotopia.
M. Scherer et al. NeuroImage 218 (2020) 116967Epilepsy” (SANTE) study and revealed median seizure reduction rates of
40.4% in the in the double-blinded phase 3–4 months after surgery
(Fisher et al., 2010). Moreover, it was determined that treatment efficacy
was greatest in patients with seizures originating in one or both temporal
regions. During the unblinded phase, the authors reported that patients
experienced a median seizure reduction rate of 56%, and that 54% of the
patient population had seizure reductions of at least 50% (at 2 years
postoperatively). However, there is still a lack of a reliable functional
marker for therapy response (Son et al., 2016; Sweeney-Reed et al.,
2016). While the therapeutic potential of ANT-DBS is promising, the
efficacy is widely variable. As such, further efforts are warranted in order
to understand the variability in clinical benefit, and in order to define
functional markers/readouts. Furthermore, the therapeutic mechanisms
of ANT-DBS are not well-understood (Fisher and Velasco, 2014). The
selection of ANT as a target for DBS was justified by its central connec-
tivity and possible role in propagation of epileptiform activity (Wyckhuys
et al., 2009). Several studies in rat models have shown that bilateral
high-frequency stimulation or lesions of the ANT reduced seizure fre-
quency (Child and Benarroch, 2013; Hamani et al., 2004; Mirski et al.,
1997; Takebayashi et al., 2007). As such, it was hypothesized that ANT
stimulation or lesions may work to suppress the amplification, propa-
gation, and/or synchronization of seizure activity (Takebayashi et al.,
2007). Animal studies at the cellular/microcircuit level have suggested
that ANT stimulationmay work to restore the balance between excitatory
and inhibitory neurotransmission, with findings of increased levels of
GABA in the hippocampus in response to ANT-DBS (Child and Benarroch,
2013; Liu et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2015). At the subcortical network level,
one study in humans with multiple intracerebral depth electrodes has
demonstrated that high-frequency ANT stimulation decreased electrical
activity over a broad frequency range, and reduced interictal spikes in the
hippocampus (Yu et al., 2018), while a single case study demonstrated
that ANT-DBS reduced the power of hippocampal delta and theta activity
(Zumsteg et al., 2006). However, the synergistic use of human brain
mapping techniques and ANT-DBS is scares.
Detecting stimulation-induced alterations of pathological brain net-
works may unravel the underlying physiological mechanisms related to
effective stimulation delivery and optimize target engagement. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first study to assess network/macro-
circuit effects of ANT-DBS at the level of cortical oscillatory networks
related to epilepsy and therapy response. The study of the cortical
mechanisms of ANT-DBS in this context may help to explain the vari-
ability in therapeutic efficacy, to refine patient selection criteria, and to
define functional therapeutic markers which can guide electrode place-
ments and the calibration of stimulation parameters.
2. Methods
2.1. Patients
This study included n ¼ 14 individuals, seven of whom were patients
who had undergone ANT-DBS surgeries (npatients ¼ 7) and an additional
seven who were healthy control subjects (ncontrols ¼ 7); all provided
written informed consent. All patients had a prolonged history of epi-
lepsy and were refractory to conventional pharmacological therapy. Pa-
tient demographics are presented in Table 1. All patients had undergone
bilateral, image-guided implantations of Medtronic 3389 leads (Med-
tronic, MN, USA) into the ANT using an extra-ventricular trajectory
(Fig. 1; postoperative images for all patients are available in supple-
mentary material). Stimulation parameters followed the SANTE protocol
(145 Hz, 90 μs and 3–5 V; Fisher et al., 2010). Patients kept a seizure
diary before and after surgery counting the number of seizures they
experienced. The clinical benefit was quantified by counting the number
of seizures they experienced from the beginning of the second month
postoperatively (when the stimulation was turned on) to the end of the
fifth month (four-month period) in comparison to the mean preoperative
status. The first postoperative month was excluded due to the possibility2
of micro-lesion effects (Lane et al., 2017).
Out of the seven subjects of this study, two could clearly be identified
as responders (seizure reduction rates: 77% and 71%) and three as non-
responders (5.5%, 8% and 3.5%). The two remaining subjects (seizure
reduction rates: 42% and 25%) were classified based on whether they are
more likely to belong to the responder (mean seizure reduction rate ¼
74%) or the non-responder (mean seizure reduction rate ¼ 3.33%)
clusters within our cohort, i.e. by a maximum likelihood approach.
Assuming a Gaussian distribution with uniform variance for responder
and non-responder populations, it was determined that the patient with a
seizure reduction rate of 42% was a responder and the patient with a
seizure reduction rate of 25% was a non-responder.
In total, three patients were classified as responders (nresponders ¼
3) and four as non-responders (nnon-responders ¼ 4). Two of the re-
sponders presented with bilateral mesial temporal lobe epilepsy and the
third responder presented with temporal lobe type seizures due to
bilateral periventricular heterotopia, whereas the non-responders all
presented with extratemporal or multifocal seizure origins. Some of the
patients were part of the European registration study (Lehtim€aki et al.,
2018). This study was approved by the ethics committee of the Medical
Faculty Tübingen.2.2. Data acquisition
64-channel resting-state electroencephalography (EEG) data were
collected from each subject via two synchronized BrainAmp DC Ampli-
fiers (Brain Products, Munich, Germany) and sampled at 1000 Hz. The
EEG electrodes were placed according to the extended 10–20 system. For
the duration of the examination, the subjects and patients alike were
instructed to lay flat, but awake, on a bed with their eyes closed. The
experimenter a) periodically confirmed wakefulness during the experi-
ment and b) asked the patients after the measurements whether they had
fallen asleep, which was denied by all of them. Furthermore, the qualified
examiner was always present and verified that none of the patients
experienced a seizure during the recording sessions. In patients, re-
cordings encompassed 10 stimulation trials at 140 Hz, 90 μs and 3–5 V.
Each trial consisted of a period of 5-min OFF stimulation, followed by 1-
min ON stimulation. This paradigm (stimulation parameters and periodic
stimulation delivery) is based on the chronic stimulation delivery para-
digm of the SANTE study. Stimulation was always delivered bipolarly
using the two dorsal-most electrode contacts. In controls, only resting-
Fig. 1. Postoperative MRI images from a representative patient. Representative coronal (A), axial (B), and sagittal (C) MRI images from a single patient
demonstrating lead placement (highlighted by arrows).
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2.3. Pre-processing
The EEG data were visually inspected for large scale artifacts (e.g.
movement artifacts). Bad channels were removed from the analysis. The
data were low-pass filtered (45 Hz) for anti-aliasing using a finite-
impulse-response filter with a high suppression factor. The ripple pass-
band suppression was chosen as 10e-5 and the stopband suppression as
10e-7. Subsequently, the data were down-sampled to 100 Hz, common
average re-referenced and cut into 40-s epochs. ON data were taken from
the central 40s of a stimulation period, while OFF (resting-state) data
were selected as the period from 50 to 10 s prior to stimulation onset.
Each epoch consisted of 4000 samples. Visual inspection was applied to
detect bad epochs (i.e. corrupt channels or moved EEG cables). These
were excluded from any further analysis. Each epoch was high-pass
filtered (2 Hz) to remove movement artifacts. Afterwards, a power
spectrum density was calculated using Welch’s method with a Hamming
window, 1 Hz bins, 50% overlap, and 1s segment size. To analyze
frequency-specific power in each block, the bins of each frequency band
were summed up. The analyzed frequency bands included the theta (4–7
Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz), beta (13–32 Hz) and low gamma (33–45 Hz)
bands. Furthermore, the power was calculated for smaller 2 Hz-wide sub-
bands, starting from 4 to 6 Hz, 5–7 Hz and so on, up to 10–12 Hz (as theta
and alpha were identified as frequency bands of interest during later
steps of the analysis).
2.4. Effects of stimulation and responsiveness on cortical activity
Since this study was exploratory, the first objective was to identify the
presence of any effects related to the response-type (responder, non-
responder), stimulation-condition (ON, OFF), and the interaction of
these factors. Thus, the two-way ANOVA model represents the most
statistically appropriate method, in which we furthermore used a rather
conservative multiple comparisons correction (Bonferroni-Holm
method). Beyond the initial exploratory results, the subsequent analyses
were discovery-driven, and performed in a systematic manner.
More specifically, a mixed-model two-way ANOVA was used to
identify frequency bands of interest on the patient group level in the
theta, alpha, beta and lower gamma frequency-bands, and subsequently
to identify sub-bands of interest. Frequency bands were identified as
being of interest if the ANOVA revealed a significant effect within a
particular frequency band, after multiple comparison correction (Bon-
ferroni-Holm). The two fixed factors (main effects) of the ANOVA-model
were stimulation-condition (ON/OFF; within subject factor) and
response-type (responder/non-responder; between-subjects factor), and
subject-ID was included as a random factor (as each subject was
measured repeatedly and a general offset between subjects was expected;
random-intercept per subject). The gradient of the main effects deter-
mined their respective effect (increasing/decreasing). The interaction3
between the two fixed factors was also modeled in the ANOVA. The
stimulation-condition main effect was used to model the measured
change in cortical power (i.e. synchronization or desynchronization)
when DBS was ON compared to OFF, irrespective of response-type. The
response-type main effect was used to model the difference in cortical
power between responders and non-responders, irrespective of the
stimulation-condition. The interaction effect was used to model a con-
ditional change in cortical activity depending on both main effects (for
example a larger effect size of stimulation-condition in responders
compared to a smaller effect size in non-responders). Information
regarding interpretation of ANOVA results is summarized in supple-
mentary fig. 1.
In the two-way ANOVA, the presence of an interaction effect between
stimulation-condition and response-type may be the result of (1) a cortical
power change in responders (but not non-responders) due to a change in
the stimulation-condition, (2) a cortical power change in non-responders
(but not responders) due to a change in the stimulation-condition, (3) a
difference in cortical power during stimulation ON (but not OFF) due to
differences between responders and non-responders (4) a difference in
cortical power during stimulation OFF (but not ON) due to differences
between responders and non-responders. Since the mixed-model two-way
ANOVA only determines the presence or absence of an interaction effect,
subsequent one-way ANOVAs were performed in order to determine po-
tential causes of this interaction. As such, four subsequent mixed-model
one-way ANOVA analyses were computed to determine (i) the main ef-
fect of stimulation-condition in responders only, (ii) the main effect of
stimulation-condition in non-responders only, (iii) the main effect of
response-type during stimulation ON, and (iv) the main effect of response-
type during stimulation OFF. For all ANOVA analyses, in order to
compensate for the type-1 error inflation, multiple comparison corrections
were applied to correct the significance threshold using the Bonferroni-
Holm method with a hypothesis count of 63, which was derived based
on the number of non-overlapping frequency bands investigated (the theta
and alpha sub-bands 4–6 Hz; 5–7 Hz; 6–8 Hz; 7–9 Hz; 8–10 Hz; 9–11 Hz;
10–12Hz; and broad-band beta (13–32Hz) and gamma (33–45Hz), which
were also assessed in preliminary analyses, i.e. 9 in total) and the number
of brain regions (temporal left, temporal right, frontal left, frontal right,
parietal left, parietal right, occipital; i.e. 7 in total).
2.5. Stimulation and seizure reduction
After determining frequency bands of interest by using the afore-
mentioned ANOVA analyses, we investigated whether stimulation-
induced changes of these frequencies were of clinical relevance. For
this purpose, we defined cortical regions of interest based on the seizure-
onset zones of the patients, i.e., effects on the temporal lobe channels
(FT7, T7, TP7, FT8, T8, TP8) and widespread areas were investigated.
Since Pearson’s definition assumes a linear relationship, the Spearman
correlation coefficient was used for this estimation as it does not assume a
specific shape of the investigated relationship. The correlation analyses
M. Scherer et al. NeuroImage 218 (2020) 116967(Fig. 3) indeed confirmed that decreases in theta activity correlated with
seizure reductions (this finding is expanded upon in the results section,
but mentioned here since it informed the subsequent analyses).
2.6. Theta activity differences in temporal lobe channels
In regions where spatio-spectrally localized clinical relevance was
found (from above correlations), the DBS induced cortical-activity
changes were investigated further. At the group level, cortical-activity
was investigated for five individual groups; responders and non-
responders in both stimulation ON and stimulation OFF, and healthy
controls. Since multiple measurements were utilized for each patient (i.e.
data from 10 trials for each patient, from multiple EEG channels), one-
way ANOVA analyses were performed to compare activity between
these groups, using subject-id and channel-id as random factors. At the
single subject level, the same was done, except using only channel-id as a
random factor. Subjects (subject-id) were modeled as a random factor
due to multiple measurements within subjects; the same reasoning ap-
plies to EEG channels (channel-id) within regions since neighboring EEG
channels carry mutual information.
2.7. Time-domain analysis of identified effects in single subjects
In order to investigate the temporal relationship between the onset of
DBS and the incurred changes in cortical activity, the complete recording
sessions were filtered in accordance to spatio-spectral regions of interest.
The complete recording sessions were windowed (1s window size; 10 ms
step width) and each segment was transformed into the frequency
domain using Welch’s method (Hanning window, 0.5 s fast Fourier
transform window size, and 50% overlap). Afterwards, the amount of
relative theta-activity was calculated by dividing the sum of the theta-
band bins (4–6 Hz) by the sum of all frequency bins (2–45 Hz). In
order to reduce temporal smearing, post-process smoothing was limited
to a rolling mean filter with a window width of 1000 samples.
3. Results
3.1. Effects of stimulation and responsiveness on cortical activity
Stimulation induced a significant desynchronization in the temporal
lobe channels area in responders only. The mixed-model two-way
ANOVA revealed significant main effects of response-type on cortical
activity in the theta-band (i.e. there were significant differences in
cortical activity between responders and non-responders, regardless of
whether stimulation was ON or OFF). The theta-band power was overall
lower (desynchronized; negative gradient) in responders compared to
non-responders, without spatial specificity. There were no significant
effects of stimulation when responders and non-responders were pooled
together. Furthermore, the two-way ANOVA analyses also revealed sig-
nificant interaction effects between stimulation-condition and response-
type, which were significant in the alpha-band after multiple comparison
correction (meaning that changes of cortical activity were dependent on
both stimulation-condition and response-type simultaneously.
This observation implicates that either the effect of stimulation on
cortical activity was dependent on whether the individual was a
responder and non-responder, or that the cortical differences between
responders and non-responders were dependent upon whether stimula-
tion was ON or OFF. In order to discern which of these phenomena was
true, and to investigate these effects in greater detail, subsequent one-
way ANOVA analyses were performed for the theta and alpha fre-
quency bands (frequency bands of interest based on the two-way ANOVA
results). The subsequent one-way ANOVA analyses were done for 2 Hz
wide sub-bands of the theta and alpha frequency bands.
With regards to the effects of stimulation-condition, the one-way
ANOVA analyses did not reveal significant main effects of stimulation
in the non-responders’ sub-group (i.e. cortical activity did not change4
when stimulation was changed from OFF to ON in non-responders;
Fig. 2A). However, the one-way ANOVA analyses did reveal significant
main effects of stimulation-condition in responders, which were present
without spatial specificity in the theta and alpha bands (Fig. 2A). The
negative gradient is suggestive of a desynchronization of activity in these
frequency bands (i.e. cortical theta and alpha-band activity were
desynchronized when stimulation was changed from OFF to ON in re-
sponders). Taken together, these analyses reveal ANT-DBS desynchron-
ized theta and alpha-band activity in responders, but had no effect on
cortical activity in non-responders; these differences between responders
and non-responders were the reason for the interaction effect in the
previous two-way ANOVA analyses.
With regard to the effects of response-type, the one-way ANOVA
analyses revealed significant main effects of response-type both when
stimulation was ON and when it was OFF, localized to the theta-
frequency band (Fig. 2B). Taken together, these analyses suggest that
there was an overall lower level the theta-band activity in responders
compared to non-responders both when stimulation was ON and OFF;
which validates the significant main effect of response-type in the pre-
vious two-way ANOVA analyses. Detailed statistical figures for one-way
ANOVAs are available in Fig. 2.
3.2. Stimulation and seizure reduction
Seizure reduction correlated with DBS induced activity reduction in
the theta-band only. As were interested in determining whether the
stimulation-induced desynchronization of cortical activity might be
associated with seizure reduction. For this purpose, we correlated the
strongest desynchronization of cortical activity in seizure onset zones
with seizure reduction. Using the previous one-way ANOVA analyses, it
was quantitatively determined that the 4–6 Hz and 10–12 Hz sub-bands
were the theta and alpha sub-bands most strongly modulated in the
temporal lobe channels. Same applied to the 5–7 Hz and 10–12 Hz fre-
quency sub-bands in the rest of the cortex. To select the respective sub-
bands, the EEG channels with the greatest power change were selected
and then pooled into a) the temporal area channels only and b) all
channels (i.e. widespread). Theta is henceforth defined as 4–6 Hz for
temporal lobe channels. A significant correlation was found between
seizure reduction and reduction of 4–6 Hz theta-band activity for the
temporal lobe channels only (r ¼ 0.82; p ¼ 0.023; Fig. 3).
3.3. Theta activity differences in temporal lobe channels
Group and single subject level evaluations revealed significantly
greater levels of theta band activity in non-responders (during stimula-
tion ON and OFF) compared to both responders and healthy controls (i.e.
temporal lobe channel theta activity was greater for non-responders
compared to responders and healthy controls). Temporal lobe theta ac-
tivity did not differ between responders and healthy controls. Further-
more, the difference in temporal lobe channels theta band activity
between stimulation ON and stimulation OFF was significant for re-
sponders, whereas this difference was not significant for non-responders.
Detailed statistical figures are available in Fig. 4 for the group level and
for the individual subject level in Fig. 5.
Subsequently, the stimulation-induced effects (ON vs. OFF) on tem-
poral lobe channels theta activity were also investigated at the single-
subject level. These analyses revealed that indeed, temporal lobe chan-
nels theta activity was in general greater for non-responders compared to
responders and healthy controls, and that temporal lobe channels theta
activity was consistently reduced during stimulation ON in responders,
but not in non-responders.
3.4. Time-domain analysis of identified effects in single subjects
We furthermore investigated whether the reduction of temporal lobe
channel theta power coincided with the period of DBS activation. In
Fig. 2. Mixed model one-way ANOVA re-
sults with narrower frequency bands. In
order to interrogate the reason for the sig-
nificant interaction effects from the previous
two-way ANOVA analyses, subsequent one-
way ANOVA analyses were performed.
These analyses were done for 2 Hz wide sub-
bands of the theta and alpha frequency
bands. (A) Significant main effects of
stimulation-condition were found for the
responder sub-group only, and were present
in both the theta and alpha frequency bands.
The negative gradient is suggestive of a
desynchronization of activity in these fre-
quency bands (i.e. cortical theta and alpha-
band activity were desynchronized when
stimulation was changed from OFF to ON in
responders). Significant main effects of
stimulation-condition in the non-responder
sub-group were not found (i.e. cortical ac-
tivity did not change when stimulation was
changed from OFF to ON in the non-
responders). Taken together, these analyses
reveal ANT-DBS desynchronized theta and
alpha-band activity in responders, but had no
effect on cortical activity in non-responders;
these differential effects were the reason for
the interaction effect in the previous two-
way ANOVA analyses. (B) Significant main
effects of response-type were found both
when stimulation was ON and when it was
OFF, localized to the theta-frequency band.
Taken together, these analyses suggest that
there was an overall lower level the theta-
band activity in responders compared to
non-responders; which validates the signifi-
cant main effect of response-type in the
previous two-way ANOVA analyses. Note:
EEG channels are marked by black dots,
white dots represent channels which were
significant (p < 0.05) after multiple com-
parison corrections.
M. Scherer et al. NeuroImage 218 (2020) 116967Fig. 6, stimulation ramping is highlighted in yellow, whereas fully acti-
vated DBS is highlighted in green. These analyses were done at the single-
subject level for all patients, and revealed a rapid theta power decrease
with DBS activation in responders. Non-responders and responders
showed temporary and lasting reduction of ANT-DBS related theta
power, respectively. The effects of ANT-DBS on theta activity were al-
ways present in the two patients with bitemporal lobe epilepsy, but were
less pronounced in the single patient with left temporal lobe epilepsy.
3.5. Classification of responders and non-responders
In this study, we grouped patients based on a maximum likelihood
approach into responders and non-responders (see methods section).
However, when reanalyzing the stimulation-induced theta band reduction
and considering the patient with a 42% seizure reduction as a non-
responder instead of a responder (following the community standards of
a 50% threshold), the results remained unchanged. To investigate the
robustness of our findings independent of these grouping issues (see sup-
plementary fig. 3). Importantly, neither correlations nor individual subject
level theta-band findings were affected by the classification approach,
since the seizure reduction rate was used as a continuous metric.
3.6. Electrode locations of responders and non-responders
The position of the active DBS-lead contacts was compared between
the responder and non-responder groups. Relative positions were5
calculated as the 1) lateral distance from themidline, 2) distance superior
to the AC/DC line and 3) distance posterior to the AC normalized with
respect to the AC/PC length. Hemispheres were averaged within patients
prior to averaging patients. No systematic difference was found between
the two groups (p < 0.42 – lateral; p < 0.98 – superior; p < 0.83 –
posterior).
4. Discussion
This study revealed marked differences in cortical activity between
ANT-DBS responders and non-responders. Non-responders presented
with greater overall oscillatory power in the theta frequency band
compared to responders and healthy controls. Furthermore, cortical ac-
tivity depended both on stimulation-condition (ON/OFF) and response-
type (responders/non-responders). Specifically, there was a significant
ANT-DBS effect in the responder (but not the non-responder) sub-group
with a desynchronization of cortical theta and alpha activity during
StimOn (but not StimOff). Taken together, these findings suggest that
non-responders had higher overall levels of theta-band activity compared
to responders and healthy controls. However, non-responders and re-
sponders showed a different response to ANT-DBS with temporary and
lasting reduction of theta power, respectively.
Due to the anatomical variability of DBS targets in stereotactic space
from subject to subject, and the importance of lead positioning with
respect to clinical outcomes, we analyzed the electrode lead localization
on the basis of postoperative imaging. This analysis revealed, that the
Fig. 3. Stimulation and seizure reduction.
Spearman correlations were performed in
order to compare seizure reduction with
desynchronization of theta and alpha band
activity in particular regions of interest (the
seizure onset zones of the patient population;
temporal lobe channels and multifocal/
widespread). A significant correlation was
found between seizure reduction and reduc-
tion of 4–6 Hz theta-band activity for the
temporal lobe channels (r ¼ 0.82; p ¼
0.023), whereas the three other correlations
were not significant. Responders correspond
to o’s whereas non-responder correspond to
x’s.
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sponders and non-responders in our study. This underlines the necessity
to identify physiological biomarkers for refined targeting during DBS
surgery.
Along these lines, when investigating regions of interest of modulated
oscillatory activity, it was found that ANT-DBS, when effective in
reducing seizure counts, was linked to a reduction of cortical theta-band
activity in the temporal lobe channels. Furthermore, the level of theta
desynchronization was found to be correlated with seizure reduction. At
both the group level and the single-subject level, cortical theta-activity
was significantly reduced in all responders, and only in one non-
responder. Notably, this non-responder showed a larger seizure reduc-
tion rate (25%) compared to the other non-responders in this study (8%,
5.5%, and 3.5%). Finally, time-domain analysis revealed that the
stimulation-induced theta desynchronization effects were rapid, imme-
diate, sustained for the entirety of the stimulation period, but reverted
equally fast following stimulation cessation, which matches previous
findings in subcortical brain areas (Stypulkowski et al., 2013; Yu et al.,
2018).
Early studies have described epilepsy as a disorder of hyper-
synchonization, at least during periods of epileptiform activity (Penfield
and Jasper, 1954). Ictogenic regions are expected to show increased
correlated activity with other brain areas, which is interpreted as a form
of hypersynchonization (Kramer and Cash, 2012). Recent evidence sug-
gests abnormal connectivity and network topology, especially for the6
delta and theta bands, in patients with focal epilepsy (Horstmann et al.,
2010; Wilke et al., 2010). Previous studies have shown that patients with
various forms of epilepsy had increased cortical theta-band activity
compared to healthy controls (Adebimpe et al., 2015; Miyauchi et al.,
1991; Quraan et al., 2013). This was corroborated by our findings when
comparing non-responders to healthy controls, but not when comparing
responders to healthy controls. Moreover, a recent study in humans not
only demonstrated ictal recruitment of the ANT in focal epilepsy, but also
found that the emergence of the theta rhythm maximally discriminated
the endogenous ictal state from other interictal states (Toth et al., 2019).
In humans, high frequency stimulation of the ANT has been shown to
reduce broadband (Yu et al., 2018) and theta-specific (Zumsteg et al.,
2006) activity in the hippocampus/mesial temporal lobe, and has been
suggested to work by desynchronizing epileptic networks. As such, when
efficacious, the cycling stimulation protocol of ANT-DBS may work by
periodically suppressing or resetting epileptic networks and limiting the
buildup of hypersynchronous activity.
A transcranial magnetic stimulation study demonstrated that
continuous ANT-DBS led to increased short-interval intracortical inhibi-
tion, suggesting that ANT-DBS might drive cortical inhibitory circuits
(Molnar et al., 2006). Here, we not only found a potential pathophysio-
logical role of cortical theta-band activity (albeit phenotype-specific, i.e.
in temporal lobe epilepsy), but also found that desynchronization of
temporal theta-band activity may be therapeutically relevant. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first study which has shown a physiological
Fig. 4. Group level differences in temporal
theta activity between non-responders, re-
sponders, and healthy control subjects. These
evaluations revealed significantly greater levels
of theta-band activity in non-responders (during
stimulation ON and OFF) compared to both re-
sponders and healthy controls (i.e. temporal theta
activity was greater for non-responders compared
to responders and healthy controls). Temporal
lobe channels theta activity did not differ be-
tween responders and healthy controls. Further-
more, the difference in temporal lobe channels
theta band activity between stimulation ON and
stimulation OFF was significant for responders,
whereas this difference was not significant for
non-responders. Notes: Each box portrays the
lower and upper quartiles and median; whiskers
end at 1.5-times the values of the interquartile
range before/after the first/third quartile. ***(p
< 0.001).
M. Scherer et al. NeuroImage 218 (2020) 116967correlative link between ANT-DBS induced changes of cortical activity
and seizure reduction rates, while highlighting differences in ANT-DBS
effects between responders and non-responders. These findings not
only shed light on different nodes of pathological network activity, but
also demonstrate the feasibility of non-invasively interrogating them in
relation to the effectiveness of ANT-DBS.
Studies in rats and non-human primates have shown that the ANT has
numerous projections, among which also various structures of the limbic
system, including the hippocampus (Shibata, 1993; Shibata and Kato,
1993; van Groen et al., 1999; van Groen and Wyss, 1990a, 1990b). The
hippocampal formation projects via the subiculum and entorhinal cortex
to the perirhinal cortex, and from there to temporal cortical areas
(Amaral and Cowan, 1980; Wyss et al., 1979). As such, the
responder-specific desynchronization of temporal theta-activity reported
here may be the result of a propagated suppression of activity via this
pathway. While both responders and non-responders would be expected
to have structural/functional connectivity between the ANT and tem-
poral lobe areas, the possible influence of the ANT on ictogenic networks
may vary between patients with temporal- and extratemporal epilepsies.
Or, it could be that the increased levels of theta hypersynchronization in
non-responders as compared to responders were less amenable by
ANT-DBS. However, it could also be that variability in lead placement
may have differentially affected these networks between the responder
and non-responder sub-groups.7
4.1. Clinical implications
Converging evidence (Fisher et al., 2010; Hodaie et al., 2002; Kerri-
gan et al., 2004) supports the hypothesis (Middlebrooks et al., 2018;
Osorio et al., 2007) that ANT-DBS may have a more efficacious response
in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy, compared to patients with
multifocal or extratemporal epilepsy. This was reflected in our findings as
well as during the double-blinded phase of the SANTE study where sig-
nificant effects were found for temporal lobe epilepsy patients only.
Therefore, patients with temporal lobe epilepsy may be preferred can-
didates for ANT-DBS procedures. Furthermore, the presented study not
only discerned a physiological hallmark of clinically effective stimulation
(i.e. desynchronization of theta-band activity), but also found that
cortical signatures differed between patients with temporal lobe epilepsy
(responder) and patients with extratemporal or multifocal epilepsy
(non-responder) in that the latter presented with greater theta synchro-
nization at rest (and during stimulation). This finding may represent a
potential predictor of responsiveness (i.e. a potential patient selection
criterion). One might have expected that the theta activity of responders
during the OFF condition would be different from controls, which was
not the case. This might be related to the fact that we most likely
recorded from lateral temporal and not mesial temporal structures with
scalp EEG electrodes.
However, since the seizure onset zone (temporal vs. extratemporal/
multifocal) and level of theta synchronization were coupled in this study,
Fig. 5. Group level differences in temporal theta activity between non-responders, responders, and healthy controls. In line with the group results, the
individual level results confirm the ANT-DBS modulation of theta-activity in responders. The ANT-DBS effect was somewhat weaker in subject #3 who presented with
unilateral temporal lobe seizures, whereas subjects #4 and #6 presented with bi-temporal lobe seizures. Notably, the non-responder (subject #5) who showed an ANT-
DBS effect as well had a relevantly higher seizure reduction (i.e., 25%) than the other non-responders. Notes: Each box portrays the lower and upper quartiles and
median; whiskers end at 1.5-times the values of the interquartile range before/after the first/third quartile. ***(p < 0.001).
M. Scherer et al. NeuroImage 218 (2020) 116967further data are required to determine whether a predictive factor of
ANT-DBS responsiveness may have been dependent upon (i) seizure
onset zone/epilepsy type, (ii) the level of theta synchronization, or (iii)
indeed a combination of these two phenomena.
Moreover, the findings of this study may increase the efficiency of
stimulation programming. Currently, an unambiguous definition of the
most optimal stimulation has not been defined (Kulju et al., 2018; Leh-
tim€aki et al., 2016; M€ott€onen et al., 2015). Evaluation of clinical efficacy
is done over the course of several months and the use of a seizure diary.
This time-consuming process limits the evaluation of a variety of stim-
ulation paradigms, and generally only a few are actually evaluated in
each patient. While other studies have demonstrated that ANT-DBS may
be linked to reductions of subcortical (hippocampal) activity (Sty-
pulkowski et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2018; Zumsteg et al., 2006), we have
shown that efficacious stimulation was linked to suppression of cortical
(temporal lobe channels) activity, which could be measured
non-invasively. Thus, this physiological hallmark (i.e. ANT-DBS induced
reductions of cortical theta-band activity) may be used as a potential
candidate biomarker for selection of clinically effective stimulation
parameters/contacts. As the theta suppressing effects were immediate,
only few secondsmay be required when evaluating candidate stimulation
paradigms based on functional physiological read-outs (temporal lobe
channels desynchronization), compared to months when using the
established approach of using seizure diaries. Furthermore, considering
that the next generation of DBS-leads may have increased numbers of
stimulation contacts, development of a simple to use and quickly
assessable physiological biomarkers for evaluating treatment response is
important for optimizing clinical efficacy. For stimulation programming,
we propose an assessment to initially scan the available contacts using
the proposed candidate biomarker, and subsequent evaluation using the
traditional long-term assessment of applying the seizure diary approach.
This candidate biomarker may not only represent a practical method
of selecting optimal stimulation parameters/contacts for patients who
have already been implanted, but may also serve as an intraoperative
physiological hallmark for lead implantations. Currently, robust struc-
tural radiological methods to specifically delineate the ANT from other
thalamic sub-structures have not been defined, nor have functional
intraoperative physiological hallmarks (Liu et al., 2012; Stypulkowski8
et al., 2014; Van Hoesen, 1995). This may lead to misplaced electrode
leads (Lehtim€aki et al., 2018). While it is common to guide the implan-
tation of the DBS-leads via imaging procedures only (Cukiert and Leh-
tim€aki, 2017), we propose to investigate the theta-modulating effects of
ANT-DBS as a potential biomarker for verification of the implantation
site in order to improve lead positioning. This can be done intra-
operatively through the use of scalp electrodes on the temporal lobe
areas, and monitoring changes of cortical theta-activity during stimula-
tion, which may be indicative of a clinically efficacious lead placement.4.2. Limitations
We acknowledge that this study was limited by a low number of
patients; however, phenotype-specific differences (i.e. temporal vs.
extratemporal or multifocal seizure onset zones) in response rate were
also reported in the blinded phase of the SANTE trial. Moreover, in the
eyes-closed waking condition, the patients might fall asleep. Even though
we took measures to avoid this and do not have any indication that this
happened in our study, future work might consider investigating these
patients in the eyes-open condition.
Due to the explorative nature of this study, we enforced strict steps to
reduce the family-wise error rate. We initially investigated the effects of
ANT-DBS in epilepsy patients without limiting our investigation to areas
which have previously been identified as regions of interest or frequency
bands of interest. This was done in order not to bias this study towards
previously established findings, and to give room to the discovery of new
effects. However, in order to limit the number of hypotheses (and thereby
reduce the family-wise error rate), we reduced the number of frequency
bands of interest in a step-wise manner. During the initial ANOVA ana-
lyses (which were corrected for multiple comparisons), the theta and the
alpha bands were selected as frequency bands of interest due to signifi-
cant main and interactions effects. The regions of interest were selected
based on the seizure onset zones of the patient population. As only the
temporal lobe channel areas in the theta-band correlated with seizure
reduction, other regions and frequency bands of interest were discarded
from further analyses in order to limit the number of hypotheses.
Moreover, analyses were performed at the single-subject level in order to
ensure consistency within sub-groups, and to ensure that no individual
Fig. 6. Time-domain analysis of theta
desynchronization effects. Individual
epochs extracted from the time domain
theta-band filtered signal (averaged for
temporal lobe channels) of all patients are
portrayed (A). Standardized group data
averaged across all trials for all subjects
confirms the effect that was observed in in-
dividual subjects (B). Variance is indicated
by the blue shaded region. This figure dem-
onstrates that stimulation activation coin-
cided with rapid reduction in theta-power in
responder. Non-responders did not show a
sustained ANT-DBS related reduction in
cortical theta-activity. Furthermore, re-
sponders had an overall lower level of theta
activity. Note: Stimulation ramping is high-
lighted yellow, fully activated DBS is high-
lighted green.
M. Scherer et al. NeuroImage 218 (2020) 116967patient disproportionately skewed the group results. While, to the best of
our knowledge, this is the first study to assess cortical physiological
hallmarks of ANT-DBS and clinical responsiveness, further studies
regarding the stimulation-induced changes of neurophysiological activity
are warranted in order to better understand the mechanisms of ANT-DBS,
aid in patient selection, and optimize treatment success.
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